OBSERVANCE OF WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY-31/05/19
The NSS Technical Cell Unit- 209 of NCERC celebrated anti-tobacco day on 31st
may in college campus. They underlined the theme Tobacco and Lung Health. They
designed several posters , notice etc and distributed among students and faculty
members. They spread awarness to reduce tobacco consumption by pointing out the
harmfull effects & consequences caused due to tobacco use and second-hand smoke
exposure, and to discourage the use of tobacco in any form.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY – 06/05/19
As part of the observance for World Environment Day, celebrated annually on
june 5th ,the NSS technical cell unit - 209,NCERC conducted several programes on
6th june 2019. The nss voluteers together with other faculties planted saplings in
college campus in the presence of our principal Dr. Ambika Devi Amma. The
volunteers also engaged in poster making , notice preparation etc. They spread
awarness among others about the indeed need of planting the saplings.

GENERAL MEETING-20/06/19
On 21st june 2019 , the volunters along with the program officer of NSS technical
cell unit 209 of NCERC had a general meeting at brahmagupta auditiorium
,NCERC. The program officer gave an brief description about the upcoming
activites . Volunteers shared their ideas and suggestions regarding the activites .
They had an interactive and informative meeting on that day.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY-21/06/19
The NSS technical cell unit 209 of NCERC celebrated international yoga day on
21st June 2019 at Brahmaguptha auditorium , NCERC. The program officer Mr.
Rakesh sir had taught them various yoga postures and suryananaskaram . He also
added a detailed class about the importance of yoga in daily life ,especially its role
in improving concentration and reducing mental stress of students.

ANTI DRUG DAY-26/06/19
International day against drug abuse and illict trafficking ,this year highlights the
theme –”health for justice,justice for health”. The nss technical cell 209 of NCERC
celebrated the day by underlining the theme . The volunteers took an oath against
the use of such items and pledged to make awareness among people. The

programmed was then followed by poster making and distributing notice among
students and faculties of the institution ,detailing about the consequences and effects
of using drugs. The volunteers raised awarness among the students and had an
effective response .

ORIENTATION-27/07/19
The N.S.S technical cell unit 209 ,NCERC had conducted an orientation program
which highlights the history of formation of National Service Scheme . The
Session was handled by Mr. Abdul Vasih . He clearly explained about the journey
of National Service Scheme. Apart from that he also conducted several interesting
games that powdered the decision making skill of the volunteers .It also boosted up
the confidence level of them. The session lasted for almost 6 hours and everyone
got a clear picture of NSS.

ORIENTATION-03/08/19
The NSS technical cell unit 209 ,NCERC had organised an orientation program.
Session was handled by mr.Sherin S ,ASAP trainer. The session was very interactive
and had lots lessons. The session had several activities that helped the
volunteers to improve their leadership quality and boosted up their self confidence.
There was an effective response from their side ,thus made the session very valued .
The trainer also made them realise how a nss volunteer should be.

CAMPUS CLEANING-10/08/19
As a part of campus cleaning the nss volunteers of technical cell unit 209 of
NCERC cleaned the entire college campus. They almost cleared the entire waste in
the campus. The waste was seperated as degradable & non-degradable. Propal
waste disposal strategies were adopted . The plastic waste was seperately gathered and
treated carefully and harmlessly. The volunteers all together had took a great effort to
make their college campus neat and clean .

INDEPENDENCE DAY-15/08/19
The 73rd independence day was celebrated in NCERC by the nss volunteers of technical cell unit
209,NCERC together with ncc cadets to commemorate the independence of India. The
celebration started with flag hoisting & national anthem. The NCC officer addressed the
gathering and gave a brief overview of present scenario in india. The nss program also added
some points and we prayed for the well being and saftey of the nation and the protectors of our
nation. The volunteers took a pledge to serve the nation for its well being. Several other activities
were conducted on that day.

FLOOD RELIEF ACTIVITY-17/08/19
The volunteers of nss technical cell unit 209 ,NCERC on17th august 2019 had
gathered together in the college campus for donating some necessary items to
flood relief camp ,Nilambur. The volunteers sorted, packed and delivered some
clothes , medical kit , utensils etc to the camp . The relief activities was
conducted by the guidance of program officer. Not only the nss volunteers but also
the faculty members and and other students contributed their service .

UBA SURVEY-Phase-1-18/09/19
The nss technical cell unit 209,NCERC had conducted UBA SURVEY ( Unnath
Bharat Abhiyan) in their adopted village. The first phase of the survey was
conducted on 18th august in pampady area. The volunteers acquainted with the life
of the village people and the problems faced by them in day to day life. Volunteers
got an opportunity to learn about basic challenges faced by rural people and to bring

out practical solutions for their betterment. Almost 100 houses were surveyed on that
day.

UBA SURVEY-Phase-2-24/09/19
The nss technical cell unit 209,NCERC had conducted UBA SURVEY ( ( Unnath
Bharat Abhiyan) in their adopted village. The second phase of the survey was
conducted on 28th august in pampady area. The volunteers acquainted with the life
of the village people and the problems faced by them in day to day life. Volunteers
got an opportunity to learn about basic challenges faced by rural people and to bring
out practical solutions for their betterment. Almost 100 houses were surveyed on that
day.

ORIENTATION-28/09/19
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC had organised an orientation program on 28th august at
brahmagupta auditorium in the college campus . The orientation was conducted as 2 sessions .
The first session was handled by miss. Suchitra, who is serving as the legal advisor in Nehru
group of institution. She gave a brief idea about basic fundamental laws that everyone must be
aware about. She also added about the consequences on violations of laws.
The
second session was handled by Mr.Latheef Sir , former Excise officer and his colleagues.

They given a detailed picture about the negative aspects of drugs. They also pointed out few
examples to make the volunteers aware about ill effects and legal actions on the use of such
things.

TEACHER’S DAY-05/09/19
The NSS technical cell unit 209, NCERC celebrated teacher’s day to commemorate the
birth anniversary of Dr.Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan . The volunteers shown their
immense love and gratitude towards the teachers who plays a pivotal role in
molding their personality. Volunteers distributed sweets to them . Several greeting
cards ,gifts were given to teachers & posters was also made .

UBA SURVEY-Phase-3-21/09/19
The NSS technical cell unit 209,NCERC had conducted UBA SURVEY ( Unnath
Bharat Abhiyan) in their adopted village. The third phase of the survey was
conducted on 21st september in aakaparambhu area. The volunteers acquainted
with the life of the village people and the problems faced by them in day to day life.
Volunteers got an opportunity to learn about basic challenges faced by rural people
and to bring out practical solutions for their betterment. More than 100 houses were
covered on that day.

N.S.S DAY CELEBRATION-24/09/19
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC, had the annual celebratation of nss day on
24th september . Dr. Ambhika Devi Amma, principal of NCERC hoisted the nss flag
and discussed about the role of nss volunteers in building a successful nation.
Volunteers handed over the NSS posters to the principal. The program officer also
highlighted the duties of a nss volunteer . In addition to that ,as a priliminary step,the
volunteers started organic farming of vegetables in the college campus by raising the
moto to expell cancer from our society which was inaugrated by the the principal.

UBA SURVEY-Phase-4-28/09/19
The nss technical cell unit 209,NCERC had conducted UBA SURVEY ( Unnath
Bharat Abhiyan) in their adopted village. The last phase of the survey was
conducted on 28th september in pazhayanur and kuthampully region . The
volunteers acquainted with the life of the village people and the problems faced by
them in day to day life. Volunteers got an opportunity to learn about basic
challenges faced by rural people and to bring out practical solutions for their
betterment. More than 100 houses were covered on that day.

GANDHI JAYANTHI-02/10/19
The nss volunteers of technical cell unit209 celebrated the birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi by spreading awarness among people about the harmfull effects
of drug addiction. The volunteers performed flash mob in pazhayanur &
thiruvillamala. The program was conducted in collabration with the excise
department’s “vimukthi” scheme. The excise officers interacted with the people
and spread awarness among them.

PLASTIC FREE CAMPUS Phase-1-11/10/19
The N.S.S technical cell unit 209 of NCERC together with Nehru School of
Management Studies (NSM) took a step ahead to make the campus plastic free. As
an initial step, on 11-10-2019 there was a guidance class by Sudheer marar.
HOD, MCA Dept. NSM. The programe was inaugurated by college principal Dr.
Ambika Devi Amma. The class gave a detailed description of types of plastics
and how they can be replaced.

ORIENTATION-12/10/19
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC organised a orientation program on
12 - 10 - 2019 . The session was handled by Mr. Sulfeekar, motivational speaker.
The session created an effective response from the volunteers. The activities
conducted in that session helped the volunteers to improve their leadership quality
and quick decision making capability.

PLASTIC FREE CAMPUS Phase-2-19/10/19
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC, conducted the second phase of plastic
free campus activity on 19-10-2019. The nss volunteers together with
NCC cadets and students of NSM cleaned the entire college campus and made
campus free from plastic. They took great effort to seek success. The plastic
collected was properly treated. The plastic free campus activity got a great support
from the management too.

UNITY DAY – 31/10/19
In honour of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel who really unified the country the nss
technical cell unit 209 of NCERC celebrated national unity day on 31-10-2019.
The volunteers took an oath by pledging to do the best for the unity integrity and
security of the nation, posters where made. The programe officer gave the
volunteers the unity day message and made them aware about their role as a nss
volunteer in uplifting the unity of the nation. Volunteers also made several
posters and notice by highlighting the importance of national unity day.

KERALEEYAM DAY-01/11/19
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC celebrated kerala piravi which marks
the birth of state kerala. The volunteers were given a message by the program
officer to uplift the cultural and social integrity. The volunteers also made
posters wishing prosperity among others. And also the Volunteers together with
other students helped in collecting fund for Mr.Radhakrishnan for the medical
support of his mentally-disabled wife.

ORIENTATION-09/11/19
The NSS technical cell unit 209 of NCERC organised an orientation program
conducted by the Palliative Care unit on 09-11-19 at Jawaharlal College of
Engineering and Technology. They made students aware about their social
commitment as a responsible citizen towards the people of any age who have a
serious or life-threatening illness. They also added when should someone be
offered palliative care, what is included in palliative care and aims of palliative
care.

PRADARSHANAM-19/11/19-Day 1
NSS unit 209 of NCERC organised PRADARSHANAM 2K19 on 19-11-19 and
20-11-19 in the occasion of the tech fest conducted by NCERC as a part of
Fundraising programme for the Cancer treatment of Anaswara. Also Pradarshanam
offered refreshment for the students who attended the tech fest NSITE 2k19 at
NCERC campus, Papercrafted Exhibition and a Mini-Art Gallery where installed
for attracting the viewers for the fundraiser.

PRADARSHANAM-20/11/19-Day 2
NSS unit 209 of NCERC organised PRADARSHANAM 2K19 on 19-11-19 and
20-11-19 in the occasion of the tech fest conducted by NCERC as a part of
Fundraising programme for the Cancer treatment of Anaswara On the second day,
the volunteers gave assistance for the Mock Drill event conducted by the Fire and
Rescue Team to spread awareness among students on emergency situations. Also
the fund collected from the stall on both the days was handed over to Anaswara.
The volunteers also put forward an initiative on plastic eradication by presenting
paper bags and paper pens in the stall.

FLASH MOB-24/11/19
The NSS technical cell unit 209 of NCERC along with the Excise Department of
Pazhayannur conducted flash mob as a part of “Vimukthi”, an awareness against
drug addiction and illicit trafficking organised by All Kerala Excise Department at
Thrissur Town Hall. The volunteers performed flash mob depicting a clear image
about the consequences and ill effects on consuming drugs, conducted at the district
level inaugural function. Mr. K. Joy John , Manager Vimukthi Mission, handed over
memento to the unit.

Pre-Camp Orientation-19/12/2019
The NSS technical cell unit 209 of NCERC organised a precamp orientation on 19-12-2019 at
NCERC campus. The programme officer of unit 209 and the senior faculty Mr. Arun, who served
as the PO of NSS in NCERC gave a clear idea about the camp, it's moto and the
activities that are performing during the camp days. The Volunteer Secretaries also gave a brief
idea about the camp. Arun sir also added the necessity and the importance of seven day in the
life of a NSS volunteer, and how a student is truly mounted to a real NSS volunteer in the
camp. The volunteers were all excited and were happy to attend the camp. All the instructions as
well as the rules that should be followed in the camp were informed to them.

General Meeting -16/01/20
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC had a general meeting on 16th January 2020. The
meeting was conducted in order to underline few things. Firstly the upcoming activities that
have to be conducted on 2020 was discussed. The programme officer along with volunteers had
an open discussion about the upcoming activities. Secondly, the meeting was followed by an
oath taking session about the anti drug campaign. The excise officers forwarded the oath as a part
of their anti drug campaign programme ''vimukthi". In addition to that the programme
officer and the volunteer secretaries detailed about the decisions taken in the PO VS meet at
MES college kuttipuram on 14th January 2019. and about the fund collection scheme for the
rehabilitation work.

Girl Child Day- 24/01/20
The nss technical cell unit 209 of NCERC celebrated national girl child day at
NCERC campus on 24th January 2019. The volunteers gathered at aryabatta block.
The volunteer secretaries created awareness about girl child rights in India among
the fellow volunteers. They also pushed up the gender equality. Each volunteer
mentioned about a woman who inspired them and the quality of a woman that
inspired them. On the national girl child day they hold their hands together to

rededicate themselves towards creating a safe, beautiful and an equal world for girl
child and women, help them recognise their true potential, pursue their dreams,
spread their wings and fly high.

